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Introduction
This note describes guidelines on how to design a Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) to minimize high frequency effects and to ensure the
correct operation of the Serial GigaBit Trace interface. Go directly to Recommended measures.
Due to the continuously increasing demands of today’s embedded applications, MCUs get more and more complex by higher integration,
flexible peripherals allocation, performance acceleration and power efficiency requirements. Upcoming multi-core processors impose
even bigger challenges with increasing debug and trace interface speeds.
However, physically all trace ports consist of several data lines and a clock. With higher integration and frequencies, the on-chip trace
signals are subject to (increased) signal distortion which can prevent external hardware trace tool (e.g., BlueBox iC5700, iC5000) from
capturing the trace stream correctly.
The quality of on-chip trace signals depends mostly on the way how the debug interface is implemented by the semiconductor vendor
but even more on the PCB layout design itself. To avoid signal distortion and to retrieve a high-quality trace already, the PCB designer
should consider several aspects already to provide a stable environment.

Serial GigaBit Trace interfaces
Currently iSYSTEM supports:
· High Speed Serial Trace Port (HSSTP) on ARM devices
· Aurora Trace Port on:
o Infineon AURIX™ (AGBT)
o NXP/ST Power Architecture®
o Renesas RH850
HSSTP interface runs at speeds up to 12.5 Gbps, whereas Aurora interface runs at speeds up to 5Gbps, which means high-speed board
layout guidelines and practice must be considered while routing Serial GigaBit Trace physical interface from the transmitter (Target
Board) to the receiver - trace tool (BlueBox).
Serial GigaBit Trace interface lines are connected directly to the FPGA implementing the physical interface. These lines exhibit the
following characteristics:
· Receive data lanes
To ensure interoperability between drivers and receivers of different vendors, AC coupling at the receiver input is used. 100nF AC coupling
capacitors for connection to the transmitter are used at Aurora Nexus receiver input pins.
· Transmit data lanes
This direction is normally not applicable for Aurora Nexus trace operation.
· Clock lane
100nF AC coupling capacitors are located on the CLK output to protect drivers from possibly getting shorted. Target side usually has its
own AC coupling.

Recommended measures
Following guidelines help minimizing high frequency effects and avoiding signal integrity issue:

Design concerns and placement
· For best signal integrity, CPU/MCU/SoC should be soldered directly on the PCB; any sockets in between might reduce the signal

quality.
· Place debug/trace connector as close as possible to the CPU/MCU/SoC to minimize routing length.
· Ground signals should be soldered directly to the ground plane.
· Adjust termination to driver strength to match trace line impedance.

Keep the trace line impedance at 50 Ohm. Place the termination resistor as close as possible to the driver.

· Any extra component on signals lines might reduce signal quality.

Minimize parasitic elements.

Debug/Trace lines routing
· Maintain the impedance.
· Lines should be routed as short as possible.
· Route over same reference layer (ground plane is preferred).

Review return signal path as well, since noise can occur on the reference plane as well.
· Lines length should be matched per specification.

Keep the same line length.
· Minimize amount of vias.

If minimizing is not possible, do not forget to return path vias.
· Consider potential crosstalk issues.

Keep away all trace lines from potential aggressor lines/signals and remove the trace clock from other signals by minimum 3 x width of
it, because trace clock can act as aggressor.
· Design point to point connections with no stubs.

In case any stubs are needed, they should be as short as possible. If longer stubs are required, there should be a possibility to optionally
disconnect them (e.g. by jumpers).
· Maintain the impedance for both single ended and differential signal lines.
· In case of differential signal lines keep the line length equal due to phase control.

Serial GigaBit Trace interfaces
· Preferred HSSTP/AGBT differential pair impedance is 100Ohm differential/50 Ohm single ended.

Maintain the impedance.
· Lines should be routed as short as possible.
· Traces should run on the same layer, or layers with the same impedance.

In case of changing routing layers add also return path vias.
· Samtec ERF8 connector ground pins should be connected directly to the PCB GND plane.
· Intra-pair length equal due to phase control.
· Use point to point connection.

Auto Calibration
Trace Line Calibration is a feature of iSYSTEM iC5700 and
iC5000 BlueBox, adjusting the tool to noise, skew, crosstalk,
etc. and to ensure a high-quality trace capture. It allows the
BlueBox to adjust and find optimal sampling position by
shifting the sampling threshold voltage and sampling phase
in a reference to the clock

Implemented for parallel trace method with following
microcontroller architectures:

ü ARM Cortex
ü NXP/ST Power Architecture
ü Renesas RH850

This allows adjusting the sampling point to a moment where the data signals are valid and stable and through this achieving much
higher data transmission rates over the debug and trace interface than tools without it.
Trace Line Calibration configuration and results are shown in the winIDEA Trace Line Calibration dialog.

High Frequency Trace signals
Data lines and clock which are a part of the trace port are used to capture the trace data in a moment, when the data is valid and stable.
The trace data can be captured on the rising edge of the clock (Full Rate) or on both clock edges (Half Rate). At lower frequencies and
good signal integrity we can consider the clock and data lines as pure digital signals, which are correctly phase aligned. The BlueBox can
capture the data accurately in this scenario without any issues.
Below figures show the data and clock signals measured with an oscilloscope. The data signal is shown in blue; the clock signal is
yellow. The different blue lines show one signal at different time periods – the oscilloscope ran in the persistence mode, so the curves
drawn on the oscilloscope’s screen are accumulated. The dark area within the signal is called the data eye (purple square) – sampling
within this region yields a reliable trace recording.
However, when the frequency rises, the capturing of data becomes challenging due to increased signal integrity issues (noise, skew,
crosstalk, reflections, ground bounce etc.). Higher frequencies shrink the data eye (pink circle) and the clock has to get shifted (pink
arrows).

Low frequency – Good signal integrity with large data eyes

Higher frequency – Valid data eyes require clock shift

Examples of High Frequency Effects
How is the length of trace lines reflected in the signal integrity and consequently in the functionality?
In this example a typical evaluation board was used where the CPU sits on the upper Piggyback board, which is optionally fitted to a
lower, larger Measurement board using high quality interboard connectors. The Debug interface is located on the CPU board where the
trace recording was made.
The Trace Line Calibration result figures below show a view at the signal from the BlueBox perspective via winIDEA dialog. The dotted
sampling points indicate a stable signal; the X positions indicate a changing (unstable) signal. The Oscilloscope measurement figures
below show the same signal measured by an oscilloscope. The yellow line is the trace clock, the blue lines are the trace data, the dark
area within the signal is the data eye.

Trace lines with short stubs
In this example the CPU board is not attached to the Measurement board. Due to the short stubs, the size of the data eye is large and the
BlueBox has no problem recording the trace signals (pink arrow: trace signal path).

CPU board with Debug
interface

Piggyback board

Trace Line Calibration result

Oscilloscope measurement (persistence mode)

Trace lines with longer stubs (over connector to the other board)
In this case, the CPU board (Piggyback) is fitted to the lower Measurement board. All trace lines are linked through the interboard
connector to the lower board. By passing through the connector, the stubs on the trace lines get much longer and due to that the data
eye shrinks. Trace Line Calibration can still find a safe sampling position, but any additional obstacle (CPU socket, longer PCB lines, etc.)
could shrink the data eye to a point where no working sampling point can be established (pink arrow: trace signal path).

CPU board with Debug
interface
Piggyback board
Measurement board with
interboard Connectors

Trace Line Calibration result

Oscilloscope measurement (persistence mode)

Signal integrity issue
Follow these tips in our Knowledge Base on how to solve the issues with degraded electrical signals while transferring debug and trace
information at high-frequencies from Target CPU to the BlueBox.

More resources
Online Help
winIDEA, isystem.connect and
testIDEA help

Knowledge Base
Tips & tricks categorized by
issue type and architecture

Licensing
How-tos and
troubleshooting tips

Technical Notes
How-tos for winIDEA
functionalities with scripts

Application Notes
How-to notes on advanced use cases

Tutorials
From a beginner to an expert

Webinars
Technical webinars about
iSYSTEM tools with use cases

Video Tutorials
From a beginner to an expert via video

Bite-sized demos
Short video technical how-tos

User Manuals
Hardware reference user manuals

Downloads
Download winIDEA, examples,
isystem.connect SDKs etc.

Support & Repairs
How to report a problem and
troubleshooting tips

iSYSTEM – Provider of tool solutions for

BlueBox – High-speed connection to the

embedded software development and
test. Specialized in the automotive
industry, and any other sector where its
customers place value on functional
safety or the highest level of software
quality.

embedded microcontroller platforms that
are based on a variety of processor
architectures,
enabling
flash
programming, on-chip debug and trace.

winIDEA

IDE – Integrated Software
Development Environment delivers the
visual insights required to debug the
embedded application, performs timing
analysis measures code coverage, and
visualizes RTOS task states.
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